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To Miss Lucretia P. Hale .
Hotel Liverpool, Paris.
Sunday, i eb . 24, '89 .
Dear Luc,
Hope you have received my steamer letters, which the steward
swore to post by return 'flave.
.y dear! such a season since , my
usual one of misery on leaving t he ship, but now we are in sweet
Paris I am quickly recovering my tone.
In the f irst place we really had to leave the 1ahn at 4 in the
morning! Hideous! and to this end all our packing to be done in
the evening , so there was no dark nor quiet till eleven p . m. or
later . By this I · was broad awake, and my old tooth began to ache ,
so simply tossed up and down the Channel with the ship , which
stopped at intervals, tunked, went on again, and employed donkey engines to do things . At 2t they beat the gong in case any one by
any accident had fallen asleep;--we were all hauled up , and standing
round on a starlit deck by 3t or thereabouts , no coffee eve n for an
hour! and then horrid . Finally, while the band played stirring
strains we got off on the tug! and saw the great Lahn (glad to get
rid of us) move slowly off leaving us to wobble in her wash . It was
lovely in the slow dawn, but passing cold. We were steamed up to
Southampton on the open deck of the tug, arrived at that well-known
spot before six , still dark. How different from my Bohemian solitude of "two years ago, when I passed 5 hours there alone , dined at
a chop-house and saw myself on board the tug with luggage & wraps!
Hartog our courier, boarded the Lahn the instant she slowed up . We
move ever since in an atmosphere of Hartog. He wrapped us about
with porters, cabs, etc. and sent us to the Hotel, while he remained
to wrastle with the luggage. The Hotel was sweel but sound asleep,
a slipshod maid creeping round to make the "fars" (fires , we say ) .
After endless waiting we had breakfast in an immense rotunda apartment with a bright so f t coal fire, and daylight wh ich arrived with
the coffee . Now our spirits rose . ff
#
#
#
he scenery was perfectly lovely all the way , sunny green
fields, people ploughing in the fields, choughs flying round , bright
ivy on the bare trees, thatched houses with moss , hedgerows bare,
all the enchanting country sights familiar to ..1! rank and Harry and
Lucy . It was colder when we came to London , --London ! and hurtled
past Hampton Court and Queen Elizabeth, Surbiton and Mrs . Stevens ,
past the crooked chimney pots , the river and Westminster , into /aterloo tation. Here we were all piled into an omnibus, our stuff on
top and rattled to the Hotel St . J ames, corner barkley Street , most
swell in situation, next the Juke of Jevonshire 1 s and opposite some
park . Hartog had ordered our rooms , and ushered us with pride into
a corner parlour with blazing soft coal fire , round table set for
lunch with tulips in the midst , and all our room$ en suite , each
with blazing fire, 'ot water, and great big double Beds . I had no
idea London could f urnish so attractive an Hotel, all clean , fresh
and tasteful (with electric lights) bath-room 'andy . Maids ran
round dropping their Hs, and valets stlimbling over the~, and we sate
down to a jovial lunch on terra firma . 1r
1f
#
1r
We went to a theatre in the evening, had a box and saw "Faust
down to date ' an absurd burles que most of the jokes borrowed from
the American stage. It was warm and rather dark there, so I quite
liked it. vife drove home in 2 cabs, the Strand swarming with crowds
1

of foot-passengers.
London changes;--new broad. streets cut through old places, electric lights, American innovations. un Waterloo House nTo let for a
term of years" . There is something delightful about it, but it was
snowy & cold--wrong time of year. Bed.. permanently at midnight. I
pause to note the length of this day; which began at 2t a.m. and
closed. at midnight!
7J=
#
'if
#
1f
if
At 7 next day, Saturday, I rose to pack, for at 9 the trunks
were strapped. and. off; and. so were we at 9.40 for Paris.
I now luckily began to feel better, and may say that I am quite
restored. by this time, but I assure you I fe lt horridly in London.
Still, it was bright, jolly and. charming there, & our party very
nice. It began to snow on the way down to Folkstone. In every
train we are locked. into a gorgeous compartment, and. "Reserved."
pasted. on the window, to keep us from contamination. We lift not a
finger to our luggage, nor go near the ticKet-o f fice. We d.on•t even
buy our own newspapers; at the 0t . James a stout red. faced. old gentleman in buttons brought them and laid them respectuously on williams plate. But on the Channel we came in contact with our kind,
& more rudely than was well. It snowed fiercely, the deck was im~
possible, and we were huddled below with a crowd of ~ nglish. ff
#
2 hours of wobbly transit, and then noulo gne was reached. Here a
breakfast in the railway s hed, quite like my .usual travelling , with
all the other passengers. · Then a :pleasant run up to Paris, but
snowing! and the ground white with snow! Paris reached at 7, and
the delightful streets just as gay as ever--this hotel charming,
lovely rooms, bright fires, tab,le set, ~nd the lovely lan~age flowing like wine , and Philip!!
~
ff
#
#
#
Slept splendidly. Delightful bonne brought a sitz-bath and
put it before my bright wood-fire, hung a great towel on the fender ,
placed all in nice order. Delicious cafe au lait in great tall
cups as always here; (picture) but regular American breakfast. At
11, e.ll was changed, I went out by myself and walked along de'ar rue
St. Honore with a broad grin on my face to see all the well known
things, passed Oxford and Cambridge, our epicerie, St . Roch , everything so familiar , so like a couple of years s yne, oh my! how lovely!
Old lady who sits in a pillar to sell flowers , all smiling , knows me
perfectly, says it's two years , often sees nephew, etc. Then into
our Duval, where Madeleine greets me, and several other of the bonnes.
# # # It was now 4 , and Helly and William were ready, here, to
go to :Mrs. Greene's to p.m. tea. You know she li vea. next Welds in
Brookline & knevv Willy as a child. She looked as usual, superb, in
her bed, a shade more shadowy than before, a little more deaf~ . but .
all white lace, & her curls soft about her face. #
#
~
#
We are to le a ve here ~fednesday night and go straight to :Madrid.
in hermetically-sealed compartments as usual, it is a train even
quicker than when I went be f ore, & we reach the.re in the middle of
t he ni ght. We go because it is cold here , and v!filly coughs--he always runs for a warm climate in s prin g . It is not very promising
f or the papers report snow everywhere, but we ho pe for better things.
Meanwhile it is all charming. They are sweet young people . Willy
has a · lovely disposition, and I like Nelly very much. They are
most thoughtful of me, and ~nxious to have me do just what I .like
best. Anita and Billy Mercer are agreeable accessories . it= :/t 11' #

To Miss Lucretia P. Hale.
1iiadrid , March 3, 1889.
"Domingo Gordo," or last Sunday in Carnival.
Hotel de Paris.
Well, my dear,
Here I am in Madrid again, and yesterday saw dear Toledo for
the third. time. I begin to feel as if I mi ght continue to be coming
all the rest of my li f e. #
#
#
#
Meanwhile it is very pleasant & amusing . My old bones hold out remarkably well. I wrote you last Monday;--(I think) before Phil came
to dine with us and we all went to t he Gaiete, and saw .E'ille du
tambour Major. Phil says he has learned no Erench; but it was to be
observed that he uno.erstood the play just as if it were English, and
gave us t he points, knows lots more than I do; managed the overcoats
with the madame in a cap & pink ribbons who sells petits banes. if . #
the music & acting were very pretty. #
#
#
.Returned home by 3 p. m. because Mrs. Greene had appointed a
private chat for tha t h our. ~/e had it in my bedroom. #
ffo
There is something very touching about her, she seems just :fading
out like an old daguerre otype, more tender, just as brave, every
time I se e her. We parted with a great deal of af:fection. Phil
came for me about 4, and we drove to see Miss Beaux in her pretty
studio on a courtyard with quaint garden. She was very nice, deli ghted to see me. ::>he says "they" all think Philip is someth ing
wonderful. He bandied li ght converse with some cousins while I
talked with Cecilia. She is coming home prett y soon. I want her at
}.ll atunuck this summer.
=if
7f
il
#
#
And then all was pack ing f or t he evening departure to Madrid.
This was t he excess de luxe, and less comfortable really than the
Johnston method which is the best cross between now, and our Hale
way of stopping 3 ni ghts on the route. #
#
#
#
Instead of arriving at Bordeaux in the dawn we passed it at
midnight, crossed the border at Irna at 7 a.m. Here was the change
of gua.ge, and custom house. Harto g put us through and le f t us, being obliged to go back to :2aris to tend t he Beal famille, Boston,
by old engagement. In my opinion we have done much better ~~thout
him. 1f
1f=
# Buf fet on board all the way, so we never had the
fun of jumping f orth to buy t hings. Harto g would not let us even
get a newspaper at a station. This Thursday was a long day and
pretty tiring.
ie all behaved reme.rltably well, considering our unwashed & crowded state; the train we changed to was exactly the
same, except the broad guage gives a little more room. ' his train
only had 2 cars, both wagon lits, the van for luggage, and the buffet car. It goes but twice aweek, and shrieks through the land at
60 miles an hour, and charges double a common train. Thus we soon
came to recognize all our companions, as t here were not more than
20;--viz. a family of Madrid swells returning, "mylady ", daughter,
spouse, maids, valets, coachman, co urier, etc., etc., all travelling
fiTst-class. 1.here was beside, a bride & groom, and a few others,
but we were all too grand to mix with eac h other, and did not even
exchange the time of day.
At Madrid our troubles began,-- f or no Harto g !--a valet de
place had been telegraphed f or, along with our rooms; but he turned
out to be a gentleman i n a :fur coa t who stood round & smoked without

*

*

lifting a finger. Nobody kne any opanish but me, and I hadnot been
put to the front. #
~
ff rhe confusion on arriving at this Hotel
was frightful, no head , running here and yon , waiters trying to understand. My Spanish was at first nowhere, for I had not expected
this hitch, & besides, I was terribly tired; however, I pulled myself together, and in a few minutes became mistress of t he situation,
ordered aqua caliente, chocolade, fuego , a million things a minute,
while Elliot seized trlmks on his ovv.n shoulders and brought them up
to the right rooms. At last we all got to bed in a pleasant suite,
fires in every room, nice beds , with hotwater bottles at the feet .
I may here add, that I have since that period of anguish assumed the
command, as interpreter general , & that all goes very smoothly, a.nd
more to their minds. I have suggested the table d'hote as easier
than our dreary meals in our salon; they are deJighted. with the
change which Hartog never allowed . lv!y Spanish flows easily, and I
am well pleased to find how nicely it works . The servants are all
anxious to do wl1at I wish , just as they always are in ::>pain ; as for
the companions, they love me since I have become absolutely indispensable to them.
I don ''t mean but what they were aiways all very nice & attentive. The only drawback is, it's cold. I want much to get them
off to Sevil.l e where it must be better ; but you know Hales have always advocated May rather than '<larch for Spain anywhere.
That was Thursday night, you see, we got here . .l!1 riday we were
pretty late, all had coffee together in our ~a lon, then I went out
with Nelly & Anita, and just showed t hem the Puerta del Sol and
other gay streets. This Hotel is not the same we were in, but seems
much like it, on another side t he same Plaza. I had a great nap in
the p.m, while the others went to the Pictures. Nelly was getting
much worried about William's cough, & I urged pressing on at once to
Seville ;--at about b , liJelly came to my bedside, & said, "Could you
get ready in 15 minutes. William has just found out that if we
don't start tonight we must stay till Monday ." "Let's go!" I cried,
& sprang up--the word flew round, and all was pack-packing. # # f
I was just locking my trunk, all in, when 1/illy came up and said-no wagon-lits,--too late--must stay till 1 onday! This little flurry
was like one of those terrible dreams, when you must get ready &
can't--but I feel sure we should have got off, leaving most of Anita's effects behind to be sure, but nothing much else. As it was,
we settled down with a sigh of relief for the moment. It was then
decided we should go to Toledo Saturday , and at 6 , in the dar~, we
were hauled from our beds, to get dressed, co f fee , and the 8 a.m.
train. Nilly coughed too much to go , & Nelly stayed with him, so
we were only four , but we had a charming time. I feel like writing
this account to Edward, but it's just as well to have it all together.' In reading it to him & Nell y tell t hem I thought of t h em
every minute we were there. As we were not to stay, I avoided the
sweet signoras of Calle Isabel, lest t heir fee lings might be hurt.
We had a Coste, which means great basket, packed wi th lunch, or
breakfast, which we ate in the train. :.!.,here was a bottle of wine ,
but the cup was forgotten , so I flew out & bought a copa at Al godor,
and an additional junk of bread . We had chickens, puevos cocidos,
cheese, grapes and oragnes. They all enjoying this picnicking and
freedom from Hartog. Arrived at Toledo at eleven a.m. and we took
a small omnibus. I said to the man that we wanted a guide "Jo mismo" he said, & I engaged him, though he was merely the runner of t he
bus. Afterwards more professional guides swarmed about us, but I

beat them off and kept my man, or rather boy, & liked him much better. It was as if Joe Browning had offered to show us round the
Pier. He knew all the places and didn ' t bother us with explanations .
ve really had an excellent day. · ent first to the Cathedral, which,
each time, seems better--thought much of Johnstone! Of course I
know every cranny of it now, & am better than many cicerones . ~ he
Sacristan let us into the Coro, etc. .i.'hen the usual tour to El
Transitu, l:Iaria del Blanca, where violets are blooming in the garden ,
old woman gave them to us, then lovely San Juan de los Reyes. The
cloisters are almost repaired and very beautiful, but a las! all the
vines torn away. The chairs there, & the view of the River .
e
then, having lots of time walked back through the streets to a little plaza where we sate in the sun whi~e Boy went and got his carriage . It was very pleasant. Stiff hedges of sort of box, a beautiful facade of a church,--fountain with groups of women , the spire of
the Cathe dral. vie idly watched these sights & rested, till a rattling was heard and our Hoy joyfully drove up with a strange little
cart, open with rolled up sides, just to hold us four, (picture) ,
and in these we drove throu gh the Puerta de Cambron, and round outside the wall to see Gates Visagra, old & new, and t he beautiful Puerta del Sol, a gateway there, not a Plaza, as here in J.iadrid. Companions wild with joy. We alighted in the Tocodour to go t hrough
an archway to the beautiful Hospital of ::>anta Oruz . '#e Hales missed
it, t here's a picture of it in ~ . F . ~ hen once more to the Cathedral, to see chapels closed before, the cloister garden , etc. Back
~o the station;--Boy only charged 6 pesetas for his day , and 5 for
the carriage! Companions well pleased with my prowess as guide , and
m{ Spanish , as indeed I was myself. We had time before the train, .
42, to eat up the rest of our lunch. Got home at 8 , time for dinner .
'.i'oday the streets are swarming with masks and costumes , castanets, mandolins, dancers, etc. It's a pity it's too cold to keep on
the balcony all the time. This will do for now,
ours always,
Susie.
1

To Miss Lucretia

• Hale.
Seville, Hotel de Paris,
March 8 , 1889.

Dear Luc,
till no letters, but we shall get them at Gibraltar; and Willy
has a Cable from Boston this morning saying all well, which I choose
to suppose includes the Hales. He has no news of the Yacht yet, and
begins to wonder, but not worry, as it is not unusual to have the
trip take more than a month. Meanwhile we are enjoying this delicious place, with a slight feeling of unrest, for the minute he
hears the yacht is at Gibraltar, he will want to "git." #
# =if
So Monday p.m. we got off after dinner, just as we Hales did,
and plunged into our Seville train. 'l he wagon lit now seemed our
natural home; there was a very good guard who understood my Spanish .
At Alcazar , 10 p.m. we got out & had coffee & chocolate. The man
with cuchillos para matar didn't venture out, but was sitting by a
comfortable soft coal fire with a little table full of his cuchillos
by him. Elliot purchased one much like Molly's. ~e slept well in
our Camas, and at Cordova at 6t a.m. coffee was brought to us by the
friendly guard without heiking us up. But I dressed then, and
watched the lovely Andalusia, all green and springlike, trees just
budding into brown tassels, little white irises sticking up, & yellow primroses, like England, with commoner things as mustard. No
aloes in bloom yet, nor oleander, nor roses. A nice valet de place
was at the station with intelligible English. He put us in a grand
'bus, and the companions were delighted with Seville from the very
start. 1
#
#
ff
#
#
#
We have charming rooms on Plaza Madalena just changed to Plaza
Pa9ifico,--near the Plaza Nueva & the 7-own Hall which the 3s will
remember. '.i.'his was about 10 a.m. '.ruesday. A very pretty maid, Maria, alertly ran about with hot water, and soon we went down to Almezzo, I first, to order in Spanish . ff
#
#
#
ve were all so glad to repose that no great things have been
done by any of us. The terrible blow is that the Cathedral is so to
speak tumbling down! Have you seen any mention of it ? It seems,
about 4 months ago, a great pillar fell, carrying a part of the
beautiful dome, right kerchunk into the coro smashing the two organs all to bits, so t hey had to be taken away bodily in splinters.
They are scared out of t heir wits lest the whole thing should fall
in, and are now hurrying wit h their riparaciones, Which will take
30 years!
As uilly ~Veld remarks if they had one good. donkey engine
at work they could do it in half the time. All the pillars are
"shoved up" as Fullum would say with great beams and high wooden
fence keeps people out except one passage around the inside of the
building close to the chapels in the outer walls. All the pictures
are piled pell-mell in side rooms, where one may see them, but no
good idea of the fine vistas, vast columns, graceful arches. I am
so glad we J ohnstons had such a good time with it. I have just
written my anguish to J. J. We spent lots of time there in Holy
week;--heard the Miserere at midni ght, high mass at ~aster, etc.
You see it will be a generation before anyone will enjoy it again.
0ervices are all in the big 0acristy a church in itself on ·one corner of the Uathedral enclosure. ~he beautiful oval Sala Capitular
is all safe, with the i urillo Madona that can never be photographed,
because it's up so high and because the J hurch won't allow,--and the

Alonzo Oano is on the floor in a rubbish room, in a better light
than its former dark chapel. 'J.'he cloisters, orange patio, and Moor ish ~ate are of course as beautiful as ever, seeing they didn t tumble down.
~ e drove one p.m. up and down the fashionable Paseo by the River; it is lovely, the first beginning of spring, green grass , sweet
smells and frogs singing , Handsome equipages, and horsebacks, but no
great crowd. I must not f or get to tell how Tuesday, Mardi Gras ,
everybody had rolls that looked like Roman candles containing
chopped up colored papers which they threw at each other and us; our
hair, necks, clothes were full of them . Here are some which I just
picked off my fur coat (in which I am sitting) thou gh it has been
shaken and brus hed.
he streets were covered wit h this stuff , carpets, entrys , the hair of the women . Sometimes the y t hrew little
pbbbles not so harmless , sometimes eggs, but only full of these ~
litos. There were masks marching round with music as in Madrid , but
not as many, the thing was to drive round & round in open carriages
& throw papelitos. Of course we bought them & attac ked as well as
received. In the evening were fi reworks on the Plaza Nueva, and an
immense crowd, all powdered with papelitos . Then begru1 Lent, but
not very seriousl y ; it seems Sunday next is another fie sta . We
went to a funcion at a theatre one evening. It was hot, crowded,
all the men smoking, & the piece stupid and unintelligible to me.
I # # I It is twelve, and here comes ~ elly Weld to suggest
breakfast, so I will pull up and write no more . Lots of love from
Your very happy
Susie.
1

p.s. Joyful news, the yacht has arr ived! at Gibraltar. Willy has a
telegram, which says "rough passagen but all right. This is a relief, for we were all secretly worried at not hearing . ve now go on
calmly , as the yacht must stop f or sometime; go up to vordoba tomorrow, and back here to start off f or Cadiz on Monday .

To :Miee Lucretia P. Hale .
Gibraltar , March 14, 1889.
Yacht Gitana.
Dear Luc ,
I've had no settled chance all this week for a letter, and you
and the Gl obe have gone behindhand. Have sent brief ones to Papa
Edward and Anne Bursley written between the drops, and will now try
this in the evening, which will have to end abruptly when Dr . Goddard goes. He is the man who sailed from Boston in the J itana, and
we found him here when we arrived on Tuesday. He is perhaps going
right back, and may t ake these letters in his hand, but more likely
he will mail them on s hore, as his return ship is delayed. I mention this, as he may call on Papa Edward , as I asked him poli tely to
do, and in t hat case, I hope they'll take in that I am seeing and
talking to him now, so that he can give f resh news of my looks and
appetite. He was born, strange to say, in 39 Highland Street .
We are settled on the yacht, but not off, and I am weary of the
sight of Gibraltar; but it's lovely tethered here in the bay and
this p . m. I allowed ~ hem all to go off sight-seeing , and stayed by
myself on the boat . After sewing in ruf fles and the like , & dress ing myself neatly, I went up on deck with a book, & turning my back
on t he old Rock, feasted my eyes with the lovely African Mts . across
the Straits of G. and great swooping Gulls all close around our
yacht . Baint military music came f rom the town , and sounds of oars ,
plashing of water, and shouts from neighboring ships, a great P. and
0. steamer unloading near by. It was sweet, and I read not a word .
By and by our "bright" boat with the American flag , & the Gitana
colours came out from the 1~ ew Mole , brought up alongside , and I
greeted all the family , rejoiced at their return , and also at their
drive to the Neutral Ground . Elliot Lee lunched with us , and bade
us goodbye- - for we are off tomorrow for Malage, and he takes up his
solitary travels. He will miss us, as we are so many , and we shall
miss him, for he has been very jolly and very useful. We may meet
again at Rome • #
# ~
#=
#
#
#
All these letters were 9~re uesday p . m. when we: arrived (see
Edward's letter}. I put th&m a ll in my pocket, as w.e were going on
shore; had no chance to re~d them till I went to bed , when I rang
for a good lamp , and with that by my side opened and perused them
all on my pillow be f ore I ~ent to sleep. You see .this is a sort of
extra; I wi ll take up ou . narrative next time whep I begin, as I
haven't time or brains tfonight. So no more at present . I keep forgetting to mention what f a favorite my little pitlow is. It is
called "Little Susan" nd goes everywhere with us in train or boat ,
for Nelly 's back.
Always your
Susan .

To Miss Lucreti a P. Hale.
Monday March 18 , 1889.
8 a.m .
Alhambra, Granada.
Dear Lucretia. The companions sleep, a nd I have had my co f fee and
will write till they bestir t hemselves. You will sympathize with
them more than I do--it seems foolish when we stayed over a day to
see certain things, to remain in their beds till 'tis too late to do
so; but thus i t is f requently , and I love the time to write. I am
terrible behind with Globe letters; but it can't be helped. We sail
probably tomorrow for Oran which will take 3 days at least, and give
me time to write up everyt h ing . You see it is quite like the Nile,
where we had alternate periods OI si ghtseeing and p rogressing . But
now let me try to go back to Seville where I think I wrote journal
to you last. It seems ages since we le f t.
he Gibraltar letters
were parenthetic. I have no Almanac here, so don't know where I
left off; but think I told about Cordova. We got back to Seville
that Sunday p.m. Guess I wrote while others went and saw things.
In the evening the streets were all gay again with Carnival! even in
Lent they carry on all the same Sundays, and more than usual. People were throwing papelitos, and there was music in the Plaza Nueva,
which we strolled out to see. Comint home we heard clacking of castanets in a handsome house we were passing,--Nelly Weld was dying to
see, so I said "Come on"; the door was just opening into a pa tio,
and a pleasant old gentleman with a cap on his head urged us to come
in. We did so & found ourselves i n a party of Peabody boys and
others much as I described the Fair wee k when I was here last. Mary
Ritchie came and offere d us seats, and we sate down in a corner .
William & Nelly, Eliot Le e and me. I did the Spanish about no molesta a Ustedes, etc, but they longed to have us stay . Nelly was
delighted, the thing s he has really enjoyed most all the trip. They
stood up, men and girls, and danced Seguidillas, with castanets,
while you (as it were ) played the guitar and the rest all clapped.
They signed to us that we must clap too, and we did. The children
soon were so tame that t he y came & threw papelitos at us; we had
already brought:Some , and William especially had a lively war with a
pretty girl. These young l adies were all prettily , simply dressed
in rather li ght well f itted cashmere, short costumes. There was a
thing hanging down like a sugar plum bag which in the end had papeli tos that came down on everybody's head --f or this was all in a
patio with open balconies above, whence all sorts of things were
lowered by strings on t hose below;--amongst them a bunch of violets
which a youth caught & gallantly presented to Nelly. We tore our selves away at last i n s pite of great urgi ng to stay longer. Next
day, I sent a muchacho, just like Arabian Ni ghts, to f ind out who
lived at No . ll Mendez Nunes Street, & he reported it was the brother
of the late minister of the last Republican Government here,--name
Angel Ayala, great people you see. We ordered a gorgeous basket of
flowers, made up by t he flower merc hant (picture ) , and sent it with
William's card and Elliot Lee's, just be f ore we departed for Cadiz .
This was Monday, 3t p.m.---but I must stop to mention a trifling incident.
unday evening , Seville, be f ore we wen t out we were all in
the Hotel Patio talking to a lot of people, Nelly playing. I felt
a movement along my le g & up my thi gh , and feeling somet hing warm
under my gown there, gave it a pinch,--good hard one,--& bel ~ on.
Pretty soon t here was a general goin g upstairs & Anita & I went into

To Miss Lucretia P. Hale .
Constantine , Thursday , Apr . 4 , '89.
Dear Luc ;
What signifies a little nap of an hour, wedged between two
brief nights: --viz. bed last night a t l t a . m. up at st, tonight we
shall sleep only till 4 in the morning when we are to be hauled out
of bed for the Tunis train which goes at five! I think relieving my
mi nd of these wonders by writing to you will rest me more than that
shor t pillow. I am in a sweet catty cornered room , high up over a
square where Arabs of all sorts are bellowing, horses trotting ,
Chris t ians gabbling; - -and look away off over the houses to a Roman
ruin , across a great ravine, stormed by the French in 183'1 . It's a
charming place , and much less spoiled than Algiers .
This was the way it came about. · tie left Algiers Monday , meaning to sail straight along the coast to Tunis . So strange being
off these ''Barbary States" which were so tedious in Geography ;-"Tunis--Al giers--and Morocco , bounded by the Med . Sea on the north, "
etc . Very pretty sailing it was, and cozy on the yacht ; I wrote up
the Log , (which is in my hands) , wrote a letter , strolled up on
deck , watched the hills , lunched , napped, then came again on deck
where was a lovely sunset , at our back , while we saile d east along
a pre t t y shore much as one coasts by Maine towards Mt . Desert .
After dinner , it was rather slatty & rolly, and William and the Cap tain concluded about midnight to put in to some harbour to give us
a quiet night . They have a perfectly accurate chart of every coast
with every possible lighthouse , cape , rock , shoal , town , mountain ,
down on it , and half their fun is matching the real ones with these
on the chart . So to our bliss , about 3 at night , that s l appity- slap
rollyity bang ce ased , and we fell into deep slumber , little caring
where we were anchored. But in the morning I flew up on deck , and
found us in the sweetest bay you can conceive , Bougie ; and when the
rest got straggling up, breakfast about 9 , --a man had come alongside to know what we meant to do about it , and it seemed (in French)
that this was the point of all others for tourists . Guide - books
were out , a hot (amicable) discussion whether to go on in the yacht
or go ashore. My eloquence (I think ) prevailed . We sent the Fre nchman back for a carriage on shore , hastily snatched a few wearing
apparel , and by eleven o'clock were rowing to an old town all tumbl e-down arches , sharp cliffs , donkeys , Arabs , French off icers , ex actly like a Drop-scene , odd boats bumping up against the stone
steps . Plenty of delay , then our carriage came tearing down a zigzag road from a Hotel . It was big & open with f ive horses , thre e in
a row & two in front, and an Arab driver with a fez and top boots ,
and .l!rench military braided jacket. All these benefits we had engaged for 20 francs for 2 days. The loveliest drive now began, a
sort of Corniche round the bay, with beautiful mountains , the shar p
cliff at Bougie like this (picture) with this natural arch under it ,
and the Med:-Sea delicious streaks of colour like a peacock's
breast, far , and receding beyond t he horizon, Gitana flying off to
Tunis with the Captain, the monkey, & all our clothes . We drove all
day , caught by showers;--left the shore and plunged into high mountains , snow capped. The road made by L. Napoleon a wonderful feat
of engineering; f or this culminates in the famous 0habet el Akra , or
gorge of the end of the world, about 4 miles winding through a ter rible narrow place , with river far below , road hanging on by eyelashe a . i e passed thro ugh this just before sunset; for our fooling

round in the morning had made us very lat but we carne out just
right a t a little wayside inn at Kharata (pronounced Hoarroter)
where we went upstairs to bed outside the house , & found ourselves
on t he first f loor behind , and slept to t he sound of rushing waters .
There was a lynx , two monkeys , a cat , endless dogs , lovebirds , magpies , chickens & children , indeed a sweet place , shut in as we
found in the morning by the high cliffs of the Gorge though here it
opened out to rolling country. The second day was not s o grand but
very entertaining , on account of these Arabs who are Kabyl es the
oldest race of all, as picturesque as Roman ~enators , all wrapped up
in dirty white burnous which match their sheep . (Picture) . We
started at 8, in our carriage, rested two hours at a tedious place ,
with a bad breakfast , mere relay house , then went on till 5 when we
reached Setif . I loved to sit up with the driver , who talked French ,
while the others dosed below in the carriage . Setif is a pure modern
military Station laid out like a chequer-board by the French . We
merely rattled through it to the Gare about a mile outside. All the
African R . Rs are so new they are not do\vn in any book , there are no
time tables . Ne go merely by hearsay. At this one we learned the
train (from Algiers) would be along "about" 7, and that we could
dine at the Buffet about six. A sweet man who had the station all
to himself told us this (in :B'rench) and gave us a sort of private
sitting room to rest (?!) in for the interval . " e paid Arab , & he
drove off with our carriage . The Station was like a desert for an
hour, bran new, & very ~ rench. Then a breeze sprang up of waiters,
porters, cooks , garcons , & in a twinkling we had a delicious buffet
dinner of many courses . Train late;--at about e p . m. we climbed into a compartment , and reached here at 12t midnight! This you see
was somewhat of a day! But we f ind a great big town , comfortable
hotel; and this morning had a charming drive. ~he place was a
stronghold of j_'urks (Ahmed Bey) and gave the ]'rench a lot of
trouble , but surrendered in 183 7 . It is like Ronda or Toledo ,
built over a deep ravine by the Romans, & could resist everything
until gunpowder. Seems a pity to have it all bl own up by the
F rench- -but then we couldn 1 t have seen it otherwise . It is far
more Arabe than Algiers . More like our Cairo ; and besides lies in
exquisite country , spring just beginning; good Roman Aqueduct out side . 1Ve are so enchanted as not to feel tired , --and are all going
out again directly , as we must leave for ~unis at 5 a . m. , arrive
chere not till midni ght tomorrow. We are all glad not to miss this
glimpse of real Africa and we shall be able to rest on the yacht .
I am still behind with Diary to you, I think , a gap somewhere! but
this must suffice.
Yr
Suse.
A funny thing was t hat Willy was short of money , expecting to draw
at Tunis , so we came on this trip by scraping together all we had ,
and reached here at one last franc; but there is a Bank here , and he
has supplied himself . When he paid for our Buffet dinner there were
but a few francs left!
We go straight to Ivial ta now, for letters are there!

To Miss Lucretia P. Hale
::Junday, Tunis, April

'7,

1889 , 11 a . m.

This did not get mailed, as it would not go any sooner than
taking it wit h us, so I wi.l l fatten it while the companions are
making their last shopping. We lunch at Twelve, and take train for
La Goleta, the port, where the yacht is waiting, passing over t he
Ruins of Carthage, and able to see all t here is left, which is
nothing but the site, as we go by in t he railroad. Also we shall
see the chapel of ;:>aint Louis, who, it appears died here. How I
think it's queer about me and ;:> aint Louis. You know we were at
Damietta where he took sick, and now I 'm where he died; and moreover ,
quite by chance Molly & I went far out of our way to visit Aignesmorte from which he sailed on his Crusade .
After I stopped writing Thursday, in Constantine, I went and
sate on our balcony looking dovm into a square swarming wit h stately
Arabs etc., etc. all in splendid burnous as they are here. The butnous is more the thing t han in Cairo, etc., and I think the why is
that the climate by the sea is always cooler than hot Egypt. All
these stately creatures are wrapped in them, of exquisite tasteful
colours, robin' egg, pale lilac, vieux ·rose---all the tints Liberty
& the Aesthetes thought they invented are here, and the burnous
draped in wonderful different ways. I suppose later on when it
gets hot they abandon them, and appear more a la Hassan in jackets
and trowsers now unseen, but anyhow they own these Burnous, whereas
ours only had peaked brown t hings or common white.
---- We just bought (I did the bargaining for Anita) a lovely one of
pale robin's egg, braided with a darker shade, for 25 francs! Beat
the man down from 60! It is a beauty; but I am very cold to these
things, for us, because our Haggi, etc., are really better or as
good--ana-l have seen no Burnous of real camelshair, the stuff is
broad-cloth, but woven here. But why do I delay telling t hat I have
bought you a new striped blanket, no better nor worse than those-wehave, but fresh and new, ain't you delighted! It is indeed very
pretty, & will fill your soul with joy--and I have two great bed
blankets for Matunuck with bright red & green stripes. I have been
longing for them, but in t hese ot her towns there was always something preventing me from getting any, though the Bazaars were reeking--but not so very pretty as my Tangier ones , nor so good as our
old ones. Tunis of course is our last Africa, so I was determined
to snatch t hem here. vvell yesterday before coffee I was on our balcony here, and saw 2 Arabs in the street, with the very t hings on
their heads--- nLook here garcon~ I want those things; Make the Arabs
come up.n--then to iHta (in bed ) , nyou don't mind'!' " 8he is really
very nice about such things. I covered her up with my blue wrap.
The garcon introduced two tall varragys, and then & there, in our
bedroom we bargained and warragied till I got 4, the big pair , besides one for you & one for me, f or 45 francs, not at all dear,
though I dare say in t he baz aars they mi ght have been cheaper. ~hey
make a huge bundle but you see t hey can be put on the yacht, and
stay there till DOston. I shall leave a lot of my things on board.
Terrible thought to thus part from them.
This shopping is t he great feature of Tunis, t he Welds have
bought oceans of truc k ;--as a bove, I am cold to the business, with
a sort of loathing of the incense, rosaries, henna, which delight
Anita and Mercer--but of course I'm glad to have them delighted and
I conceal anything blaze. besides ~unis is most amusing, in some

ways more than b.: gy:pt. ~· he bazaars built round a great Mosque with
arcades;-made by ~:panieard (Charles V) for a church; the bazaar
streets are often arched;--or else · covered with mattings or beams ,
a.nd all full of amusing fire-places, whose turbaned keepers smile
at us and shake hands and urge our custom. But oh! twas a fearful
heik from Constantine; up at 4 a.m, train at 5 , 19 hours, to get
here at midnight.

r r,

s.

To Miss Lucretia E. Hale
Malta, (on board Gitana)
Sunday , April 14 , 1889.
Dear Luc.
Letters! letters , great sacks o:r them so to speak came on
board yesterday a.ns we were all absorbed in them. Today Nelly and I
are scribbling our answers while the rest are at church, & we rejoice
in the quiet cabin. Six from you, including § eb . 24 to March 24 all
a month , for we have had nothing since ~ibra ltar. I can't give
enough room to comments. You are noble about writing , and I am relieved that all goes well . Your authors came of:t finely . 'ff
# #
Oh My ! I long for rest , rest, rest. These yacht s, my dear , do
not f urnish absolute repose, even in bed , which is sometimes most
wobbly of all . But I hold our-wonderfully, quite as well as the
rest of them--and have enjoyed the trip greatly . It would have been
a mistake to miss it. Now to narrate since we left Tunis:--where I
think I wrote last. Globe VI has a good deal about this period-which I mail here, same time . Sunday after breakfast , we went by
rail to the Port , la Goletta , passing over the ruins of Carthage ,
in a funny car with piazzas which enabled us to see all there was ,
or rather wasn 1 t ; the guide told us this was a car "in the American
fashion." At the Port , our faithful Captain and sailors , who rowed
us through a canal which must have reminded ~aint Louis of his
Aignes-Mortes , so like it is, (only I believe both canals have
taken place since) and climbed up on Gitana . We are always enchanted to get back to the yacht . It is home , and here are clean
clothes, other gowns , the sponge , and the cozy cabin . All the African shopping was now displayed--a whole Eastern Bazaar seemed the
cabin strewed with all the burnous , haiks , chechias, silver pins ,
brass, the 1/elds have bought , the rest of us adding some slight
trifles. '/here to put them was now t he question ; with the usual re sult that most everything is piled up in our cabin , and tumbles
down on Anita & me in the night when the ship rolls . This because
our place is bigger than the others, but it is becoming very full .
So up sails , but no wind , & turned back for night in harbour, but
on Monday morning of f , sailing all day.for Malta, a lovely sunset
~1ld '- moonlight . evening fo llowed by the same old story , very rough
rackety night , wicked old sea , rain , and before morning, William &
the captain had turned us towards Sicily;--it was about time to ge t
up when the darned old thing suddenly grew still in the Port of Gir genti . So there we arose on
Tuesday, April 9 . There was no Italian money amongst us, and no
Banker in that miserable little town; but I had some American go ld.
So I , with B. Mercer & Anita, drove in a carriage up to a money
changers, who gave us 240 lire (franc a ) for 50 gold dollars! a loss
of one franc in 25! --no help, nor for the charge of six dollars for
a bad breakfast . You see the whole town stood by while I transacted
the exchange in Italian , so everybody knew just how much money I
bad , and all sought to enrich themselves. r evertheless we spent the
p . m. seeing ruins & no band its leaped upon us . It began to rain , &
we returned to the yacht , with a low opinion of everything about
Girgenti , but I was beginning to enjo y working my Italian with horrid struggles against 3panish . Good quiet night in the fast anchorage of Port . Wednesday morning, a great discussion , which ended in
all but Willy starting for Palermo by noon train. If you seek a
map you will understand us . This was our only chance for the north
shore , as we shall now pass through the Straits of Messina , seeing

those places on the east shore--on our way to Naples. We really had
a charming trip, only to tell the truth we were all tired and some what cross; travelling parties have t hese periods , when they secretly
wish they were dead rather than Seeing sights. I think this was our
climax , and that it won't be so again, especially since our letters
(about which we were morbid, postponed so long) have cleared the air .
Nobody speaks Italian but me, and mine is not on its legs yet , but
we got on perfectly well with it, and mind you , --there was no bickering not a word, only an air of gloom over us.
--The trajet, seven ho1rrs was very pretty , over the heights of
Sicily , which are not high. It is rolling country , most rich and
verdant , & now in the perfection of spring, such flowers! Warned as
in a dream by Baedeker , we had a great basket of lunch , and with
Pate de foie, boiled eggs, claret & oranges , raised our spirits .
Some amusing Englishmen, three, got in, and we had some talk with
them. One was carrying Howells Sketches from Italy , with a delightful chapter on Palermo , & another on Girgenti , --but I was already loaded to the ~uzzle on Palermo. It's the chief place of my
Normans, the Hautevilles, ancred and Manfred and Roger & Constantia ,
and I have been dying f or them ever since reading Giannone . The way
is lovely after it joins the northern shore. Close along the sea ,
with the promontory of Palermo against _a rich sunset , and the Medit .
soft and mild as if it never dreamed of wobblyness , breaking in little plashes on the sand. Such wealth o f gardens. Lemons that
dazzled you as they flashed by crowded on their trees, and by and by
great splendid Palermo, a handsome Southern city with houses like
palaces , broad streets, iron balconies, glimpses of glowing gardens .
Our rooms in the very pretentious hotel were on the rez de chaussee
looking on a garden like patio, and approached by an arched glassed
gallery . We had telegraphed for the best, & had them; they looked
suspicious on our moderate baggage, but indemnified themselves for
their fears in the bill next day. #
#
#
#
However we went at once, in bonnets, to a great long table
d'hote, in a gorgeous,lofty, gas lighted room, far more "the Season"
than anywhere before, fat Englishwomen, stiff ~ nglish spinsters
wearing their "dish of sweets", army officers , German marchionesses ,
and so much style there was but little to eat . This amused us however , and I had a delightfully absurd conversation with the man by
me which perhaps I will put in the Globe. Next morning, Thursday ,
we took open carriage (lovely, warm day) and drove to see sights ,
Monreale on a hill outside the town where there is a cathedral
chapel all mosaic in the Byzantine manner done 1137 for my Normans
by Arabs, fascinating. It is lovely, the quiet e ffect of blended
bright colours and gold in little bits all set into pictures. I
never saw anything like it. The Creation , Noah, etc. are depicted
and the Italian sacristan explained it all delightfully . Then a
beautiful cloister with "Arabian" arches, ("Moorish" in Spain) but
here only (picture) not (picture ) ; you observe not horseshoe. Oh
but so lovely and the superb view off to sea. Then a beautiful conventional garden with swans and beds of brilliant flowers, then
Capella Palatina, more mosaics, then back to Hotel , long lunch , -and train to return at 3 p.m . Here came into our carriage a very
agreeable German couple, Austrian consuls at Zurich. She talked
English perfectly, and enraptured Nelly by tales of all living Ger,man musicians , pianists, who are tame cats in her house! #
ff
ff
We talked incessant~y with these worthy people named (really)
Przibram; and 'S'\VOre eternal friendship, hoping we may meet again at
Catania--we made them share our huge lunch put up at the Palermo

1
Hotel.
hey had expected to get things en route , but there are no
buffets ; but they added delicious candied fruits of 0atania , & little biscuits to t he meal. Our Port seemed the end of the world f or
we left the Perchbrams at the Girgenti Station t an hour before
ours. But there was the 0aptain & lantern and at 11 at night we
reached the yacht and ~illiam wh o conf essed he had missed us . So
we went to bed , and at daylight heard the anchor up on b'riday, and
off towards Malta . No shirking i 't longer, .and pitch and toss,
wobbly wobbly , all sick but me & William f or 24 hours , when we came
into harbor at Malta about seven a.m . Saturday . Nasty old Malta ,
2nd edit ion of Gibraltar , but letters! letters! and Consul Worthington very hospitable to whom letters were f orwarded , so we went to
call on ,crs. w. (my! so liKe Alexandr ia ) and went with her to some
races. #
#
#
#
ff
ff
#

-
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To Miss Lucretia P . Hale.
Messina , Saturday , Apr. 20 , '89.
On the yacht. 16 a . m.
Dear Luc ,
I may have time for this be f ore William and B. Mercer come
back from the town with money , a nd a decision whether we go to Taor mina to see the loveliest view in t he world. It is cold as Gree nl and
here, and clouds are all hanging round the mountains , so there may
be no sight of Etna if we get there . vie are thus far well on our
way to Naples , and the next thing is to get there across the bay .
It 's a pity we have missed Easter ~unday there (or anywhere) as we
shall now be at sea; however I'm tired of all Easter 0eremonies , and
may as well see how Neptune takes it .
~unday at Malta we had a very successful dinner for the W
orthington party ; the first we have given , and Manuel t he steward is far
from perf ection. So we all gave our minds to setting the table . I
arranged a quantit y of delicious roses the Captain got (for a shilling ) in a great silver bowl, one of the racing trophies of Gitana ,
and we managed by the combined talent of the company to make the
table look lovely. William made cocktails, Mr. Mercer dressed the
salad .
he cabin was most attractive all brightly li ghted, our men
in dress coats, ~ ita & Nell y in white (me in maroon silk) . Mrs .
Worthington and w~. W's niece Miss Gregory, and Miss Gregory s intended were the company . ~ he Ws all hail from Cooperstown , and are
very pleasant, have acquired an English accent from living here ,
but it is not affected at all . Lieut . Fowler of the Black ·, atch ,
son of Sir John & Lady li' owler, is a nice good honest long legged
fellow . Looked like Berty and behaved with Berty's company manners ,-of course without our Herbert's f un, but anxious to please the Americans as he is engaged to one of t hem . He was in dress-suit j ust
like our men but we have seen him in various clothing: -1. a checked suit at the races ,
2. Dress suit only with red jacket & gilt buttons , at church .
3 . Undr ess uni f orm , round hunchy cloth jacket all braided , and
long narrow trowsers , at his Barrac ks , at p . m. tea .
4 . Regular hi ghland rig, plaid kilts & really bare lega l wi th
his regiment.
The dinner went off finely with plenty of champagne , and the
delicacies of Malta suc h as could be had. ~ urkish co f fee on deck ,
in t he moonli ght , with pleasant chat; and 1elly played charmingly ,
whereupon Mercer and the Capt. danced with t he ladies on the deck .
Our guests stayed long and departed well pleased . #
#
#
Monday morning the deck was swarming with l{al tese merchants
selling us things , and I bought one or two things rather amusing ,
though they are fearf ul cheats. I t was a funny harbour t here , we
were all in the midst of other yachts , and went on s hore in native
boats called "Bubbly Joe ." 'l'hat is ; - -there was a f irm, so to speak,
called bubbly J oe, and he engaged to supply us with boats, so we
could signal to a Bubbly Joe whenever we wished to go ashore; the se
boats were thus shaped , painted green wit h t hese eyes , or any other
thing on them . (Picture) . ~ o Monday , abou t 12, (the rest were of f
on their own pursuits) I dressed, ordered a bubbly Joe, all by myself , and went on s hore; took a little carriage with Maltese dri ve r , and did a little shopping , in intensely English shops , like
Gibraltar, where t hey drop t heir hs , and talk about ha'penny . I
1

saw a sweet Jl.ial tese cat in a bookshop, but it was long tailed
Angora black and yellow, and as for what we call Maltese cats there
are no signs of them on the island.
1v e were to meet at the Cathedral where things about the Knights
of tmlta are to be seen--but when I reached there the place was
shut! so I came back to the yacht, and as it turned out every one
missed that appointment.
hat p.m. I matronized Anita and B. M. to
the p.m. tea at the Barracks of the "Black Watch" made for us by
l!' Owler. 'J:hese Barracks are in a Palace of the Knights with a fine
view of the sea, from a stone balcony. There was tea and strawberries, and a kind of plum cake of Malta very good . lH ta brought
home an admirer to dine~ Robertson, of another regiment , in his
polo clothes. #
# # All these worthies urges us to stay on
and on;--but we were up and off Tuesday before breakfast , much to
my joy, for Malta is a deadly dull place. I hate to be in English
speaking places. Maltese might suit me, for no human being can understand it except themselves. Now came a long pull, much dreaded ,
back across the open sea to Bicil y ;--it was pretty rough , with head
wind , but I wrote some letters, had a nap, ate well; and had a
lovely evening on deck, with Anita and .o . M. He is always quiet
and well-bred. She is sweet and affectionate , & I am quite fond of
her.
We were "beating" all night, & William up with the Captain,
which brought us Wednesday to Syracuse, about 7t; and I popped my
head up & saw Etna very pretty, snow covered, with wreaths of
sullen smoke drifting about the now quite dormant crater. Syracuse
was very very nice. I wrote ab out it for Globe . It was warm
there and the yacht lay very prettily against the town in sparkling
blue I•iedi terranean water. ·.~.· he Syracusans didn't pester at all with
wares , only one boat with jugs like Spanish ones , and these went
away when we shook our heads. We stayed a couple of days on account of the wash which had reached 20 dozen or more . A sweet
Sicilian Lavandera took it off liednesday morning, & brought it all
back Thursday night. Wednesday I spent on shore (as per Globe VII) .
Thursday p.m. we all went on shore again & round the new town
which is clean, paved with blocks of lava, but not very interesting
(I am forced to find these towns not half so attractive as Spanish
ones!) Felice took us to see a church "all rig-ged up" for lfood
Friday. This "rigged up" was the Last Supper all with life-sized
figures dressed in gaudy clothes at a table set with fruits , etc.
It was impressive, set out where the high altar usually is , in
front of heavy red curtains, lighted with many tall candles, and
all the church besides dark. The flags in harbour were at halfmast , "because Christ is dead for three days" they told the Captain .
Sunday, Easter, still at M:essina. We did stay , and I did go to
Taormina, but I won't write that now, f or I may have time to do a
letter for the Comm . Adv. before going on sh ore to see churches.
Just think I have only written one for t hem, & one for Chicago Trib une; it rankles in my mind, but-I-have to be resigned for it's
physically impossible to get in more than a Globe letter a week .
I must have at least an hour and a hal f to write a newspaper one,
and it seems as if t he stars fought against me . I guess the y won't
be wroth , I mean the newspapers;--and perhpps I can write them up
later. It 's aggravating because lots of things to write about , so
it's merely the time, or rat her t he place to write ; for I believe
nobody but me would try to write a livel y essay at this angle. (Pic ture). (The cut represents a secti on of our cabin with my bed , and

transom at t he foot of it). But now I am perfectly steady in harbour, with the slightest possible roll only. 0o goodbye till
Naples. Suse.

To Miss Lucretia P . Hale .
Oct . 29 , 1889 , Olana .
Dear Luc ,

# # # I leave here this next

~aturday , 9. 55 a.m . by Boston & Al bany train and arrive at t heir station about 4t , shall drive with
trunks directly to Anne B's. Doubtless to see you soon after , and I
am quite longing to resume my kind , though this cl oistral life has
been very pleasant . I shall be very busy, for I have all my Literature 0ourse to work up . Jack has given me sweet directions and lists
of books , & I t h ink it will be sheer fun; but I must have uninterrupted mornings f or it , and I can at t he B's if the world don't
break loose. I have char ged ¥Vashburn to keep it out of the Gl obe
that I am in town until I reach the ~ horndi ke. Anot her t hing I must
do at once on arriving , This Reading at t he riewton Cluo . I am going
to write , something I quite long to do , my dealings wit h daint Louis
at Dannietta , Aignes-Mortes , & Cartha ge , you know. They ask for
"something about .n rance " , (it seems to be a General History Improving Club) , and t hi s I think will make a sweet paper. Only I haven' t
letters from the 2 first places , and have got to remember . I
hink to write it out , and read from my manuscript , since I have
proved to do t his well , as in the case o f my Spanish letters . These
I have here with me, and am to read t hem toni ght at the little Chape l
for atives hard by here ( ~?2 5 . )
1

lt

To Miss Lucretia P . Hale.
Thursday , Jan . 23 , 1890.
1214 Eighteenth St . rashington , D.C.
Dear Luc .

# ff # There now !

I think these are the chie f I want to exclaim
over , though I should like to dilate more on each topic. I am now
so tearing busy that writing is difficult, f or each day I have to
get together my books and look over what I have to say , as class is
at llt here on Tuesday and Saturday, this the grown-up one , and the
"Chit-chats" at 12 , ot her three days. But I've got over my scare
about both , so that is begins to be mere routine, and the constant
dwelling on such pleasant topics (in my own mind I mean) as Ruskin ,
Browning, Keats , revolving in my head as it lies on t he pillow ,
what ones to have f or my grovvn ups, and running off into pleasant
thought of what I think myself about them, is a very good way to
pass a couple of months - -Edward Jr. set me upon such nice textbooks , Minto , Stedman , Stopford Brook, --t hat with the Enc. Brittanica do vm stairs , I could really keep abreast of the course from day
to day; while my own blank-books full of notes I made in ~ osto n ,
prove quite drastic also .
To go back to last Saturday, first day of Grown ups . It was
quite exciting to see who would come to the class . All were late ,
dribbling in after Wal ker Blaine's funer al (whether they were
there or not) but we got settled down by l G, and there were sixteen
acolytes, some of whom had sweetly conceived to bring checks or envelopes full of bills in their hands f or the whole 13 lessons in advance. ~ # This was very well , for my uash had been nUlning very
low , so I could skurce aft ord a horse-car , but now I am plethoric .
There are strange mysterious bei ngs at this class , but I will not
describe that as yet . That sweet Ruth Hoar insists upon coming
(and paying on the spot) but she , by the way , is off somewhere. # #
I shall have to skip telling you about Cabinet calls with Ruth
in her carriage, !virs . Kearny Warren's tea , t he Edmunds' ditto, etc. ,
etc. Suffice to say that (nearly) every afternoon I dress for outdoors, take my card-case and go forth to f ulfil the day's list . I
overhauled my cards Sunday , there were 71 since I came (not duplicates)--and I pause to count 18 more left since Sunday . This of
course is very few compared to people really in Society, but it's
enough to attend to. ff
#
#
#
#
#

To Miss Lucretia P . Hale .
1214 Eighteenth St.,
Washington, D.C., Jan . 31 , ' 90 .
(Worked off January! )

-

Dear Luc ,
I guess I can scribble you off an account of Baltimore , and yet
have time to read through 'Mansfield Park' before going to ~ITs . Mor ton's at 12 . It is rather colder today (or rather the furnace has
gone out!) so I am sitting by a cheery open fire ·of a kind of soft
coal they have here , like Cannel only cheaper. I rejoice to have
it , but in general it 1 s too warm to demand it .
Well I had a fine time. Left here about eleven , in a horse-car ,
which changed at 9th St . into a "Bobtail" ditto which left me at the
door of the station . Here I slyly refreshed myself with a sandwich
and Lager- - I say slyly, because my Edeses had been in fevers to make
me have a whole ox cooked and eaten before leaving, and I had sworn
to them fo od should not pass my lips. The train was a dawdler, & I
reached B. about i · of 2, all unknown and unlmowing . Seems the station is on the same street as my house , so I just walked several
blocks without waiting for a car which passed me just as I reached
my door. ".North Charles St . " this was , a long street with undulations , and in the distant vista a tall monument . Hott's house 911 ,-Miss H. on the steps coming out to loolc a~ter me , worried by my
lateness . vVe went in and immediately had a regular dinner , the
house all up in arms for the occasion . Chairs already in rows in
the great big dining-room, and tne upstairs rooms in a genial confusion , the wash (of course arriving at that moment) on beds , etc .,
etc. But great niceness of these Rotts , sort of like us , publisher's
family you know,--the house a great rambling old fashioned house
sort of like Hamilton Place , furniture a shade shabby , but grand
piano , portieres , and all the necessary modern accessaries . Miss
Hott is about my age; --her sister Mrs. Niortimer (called "the lady
from Philadelphia")is staying there now , very sprightly and pleasant ,
an old and lively mother named Mrs . 8omebody-else, by reason o a
2nd marriage , are all. The two sisters are energetic lively women ,
quite our kind , or more as if invented by Miss Jane Austen . We had
t he greatest gabble a t lunch about mutual friends , & I felt as if I
had known them always. It was a little helter - skelter , though
plenty of servants (darkeys). Then they took me up to a bed , ~rrs .
Mortimer 1 s own room, put me on a flannel wrapper and left me to
sleep half an hour; after which I rose , put on my same things again,
did my hair; and the people began to arrive . It 's an immense great
parlor , really 2 in 1, instead of folding doors, and 8'l seats rowed
out, all of which were filled (ladies only) , I on a little platform
with pretty lamp , rest of the room kept rather dark, but dim gas
lighted. Twas "Sir Charles" , and I never had a more attentive or
appreciative audience , although no soul of them had ever seen me .
They all began to chuckle at once , so I was laughing myself , and going on in my best st1le, and it kept up through the six volumes (I
omit the last) for 12 hours . Then each human being was brought &
presented & shook hands , & said she never enjoyed anything so much-and there is great talk of my going there for a course, if times etc.
can be arranged. Miss .i:Iott was delighted & declared there had never
been such a success , and repeated many compliments. Certainly the
Bal timores are very cordial. 'l'hey had a frank ease of manner, a
certain individuality, quite noticeable , and they are surely very
pretty and very stylish, a different type from other cities . Odd ,

isn't it? Mrs . Bonaparte that was a Day , Mrs . Prof. Remson, Mrs .
Principal of Bryn Mawr , Mrs . McCormick , are all the names I can remember , but Galore of McHenrys and Oareys and the like . Seve ral
pretty girls who served tea were in tea-gowns of surah ,-- I thought
there was great individuality in their dresses (same even in the
street) as if each, though con f orming to mode had some ideas of her
own , something as we used to in Brookline-:--::;:;here was nice hot choco late , which we sank down to , fatigued , after the departure of the
crowd ,--and though I was pretty tired, we had pleasant talk , just
the 3 hostesses & me , while the rooms were cleared up by #illiam
and lfary Ann. My car came by at 7t and drew me , after most cordial
farewells back to the Station which is , by the way , a most gorgeous
one with carpets and sofas , so f tly lighted . My return train was a
"limited 11 with luxurious parlor-car & came swiftly back . I took a
hansom, & arrived here but little after nine to my affectionate family. It was really a very pleasant occasion , agreeable and total
change of scene, and I have the ~ 25. & expenses in my pocket . # #

To Miss Lucretia P . Hale .
1214 Eighteenth St. , Wash . D. C.
:i!1 eb . 25 , ' 90 .
Dear Luc . Had I mentioned that 1 was obliged to get night - gowns?
J . G. Ford sent me 2 , French , dirty , the kind we like , handwork , for
~ 2 . '75 apiece , but I believe you f ind cheaper . # # Maddening that
my Paris ones should select t his time to give out ; but the washstress here is of the cannibal . kind that tears the flesh of a night
gown limb from limb , --literally , --& feeds her young as you say on
the buttons . #
#
#
#
I
#
#

To Miss Lucretia P . Hale .

Dear Luc ,

Sunday, May 4 , 1890 .
:Matunuck , R. I .

# # # Cornelia and I are in great bliss , though to tell the

truth you wouldn't think it so , £or it's cold as Greenland . She
just invited me to come and see ''them eye -talians washing in the
pond." These are the workmen on the road, and it seems , every ::5unday , they come to our place where the Beat swims , and scrub , not
themselves, but such towels & other was h-stuffs as they may possess
by fi lc hing or otherwise , pounding them on the rocks and rubbing
with a board , as may be seen by Tuscan streams or anywhere in Spain ,-jabbering the while in their tongue to Cornelia's amaze .
I have a brisk wood - fire in the redroom. The fireplace is
painted red with black marki~gs between the bricks . It looks very
well . A great dis h of Epigo ~a , the last, alas !--and the front doors
wide open for f og & sweet smells to come in. It is very nice having
Cornelia , like the primitive old days of J ane , before she was
spoiled. I was woken up today, f or instance , 6i, by the genial
sound of the coffee-mill and rising, at the back stairs learned that
"I might as well take another snooze f or t he milk worn't come and no
signs out , expect they mean.ter laze all day seein' it's Sunday."
Yet by seven, I found a delicious b'kfast (including milk &
rich cream) of fish-balls & johnny cake such as Cornelia alone
knows . It has been warmer other days enough to "eat" on the big
piazza in the sun , and will be again I dare say .
Feanwhile the house was left in a f rightful condition by the
painters who truned everything upside down ; but we are in no sort of
hurry. Cornelia has made me "broom-clean '' in certain spots , and we
shall gradually get all straight . My trunks are all in Nelly's room
with all my fine clothes still unpac ked . I have no place to put
t hem & no use for them,having laid hold of a flannel s h irt belonging
to Jack , and an old petticoat, and an excellent pair of shoes ,
which answer every purpose . Jander is by the fire , he stood the
winter nobly . Hy mind is gradually getting its tone. I read only
that mass of old novels , sent by Stevens , their mild antiquated
drool is just suited to my feeble wits . I breakfast at seven, and
did go to bed at sun down till last night , when we had got some
kerosene so Cornelia filled my lamp, and I read "Clarentine" till
nine actually. To be sure I had a 2 hours nap in the afternoon instead of a walk. ~ he country is exquisite , just beginning , as no
doubt you find it at Worcester, blue vi olets, anemones , departing
Mayflowers , and that s heen of promise over all , to me the cream of
the year never to be missed it' possible. I haven't made any calls
yet , that is too much like Washington life; but ' Mrs . ----was here ,
poor soul prattling about ncle ----'s last days , and those of Charley the Horse , and Mr. and Mis ' John Babcock who , it seems , died
within a week of each other, and like cheery items . And who should
walk in one day--just as we were talking of her !--but ---- the excook!! She came to eat humble-pie , which she waited to do till she
had gone , and got outside t he house and round the corner where no one could hear but me. Actually asks for washing , and a recommend .
# # # In short it's all delicious , & promises well for a de lightful summer. ::5hall I write again to Worcester?
Your
Susie.

!O

Miss Lucretia P . Hale .

~ arly

Matunuck, h . I .
May 7, '90 , Wednesday.
mail. The new mail-carrier is
named Mr . Boss.

Dear Lucretia.

# # # All day yesterday it poured sheets at intervals , with dis-

tant thunder and li ghtning , between these rains thick f og . ~ oday
the sun is reluctantly coming out , it is colder than Greenland, with
a north wind , but I have opened doors and windows.
You suggest catching cold in the damp bed, it was Rather! and I
am stiff as an old Gate ever since, but my bones will thaw out if we
ever get any sun. uornelia is perfect , just the right sort to have
on such an emergence . 8he has moved down and sleeps here now which
for her srure is a mercy , as the drenching rains would have been bad
going back and rorth . ~he is real jolly , full of expedients and
don't wait to be told everY. single thing, but has attacked the
housecleaning tooth & nail . She is so full of lively conversation
that it's a pleasure to stand on a ricketty table (the steps being
lost) and hand things down to her from t he top shelf of the kitchen
closet. I am in fact sustaining t he whole Franklin family , for old
.B 1ranklin having had the measles is behind hand putting in the wood ,
and young John , that libberly youth who s pent last summer doing
nothing but ogle the Katys , is "helping him" so called , while Oliver drops in between the drops. But yesterday in the storm no Man
of any description came nigh onto us . It was 8olitude a deux en
Blanche et ~ oir . I had a snug little fire in the red room , delicious breakfast , wrote many thousand letters;--clomb the table to
elp~ t he closet as af oresaid , cleared a book-case drawer of its
ter , and lo! it was already dinner time , and the late mail .
Cornelia strammed down the hill in india-rubbers (her constant wear
in or out of the house, so s he don't have to put them on) gave the
mail , seized the mail , & returned to dish the dinner . (Roast beef ,
onions , turnips , and g . cakes with raspberry jam ) . We rebuilt the
fire , I read my very interesting letters and too many newspapers ,-hemmed a table-cloth , took a t urn of prattle in the kitchen with
Cornelia , put my nose out of doors but shivered & took it in again ;-set up some knitting ! (by the way what do you conceive as Rib
stitch) and lo! it was six o'clock. 1ancy Roast oysters on toast , -and now the lamp being lighted , and Cornelia gone to bed (at 7) by
my snug fire I finished the newspapers , and sat up over a really
stirring tale (ancient novel , 1 '18 0 , "Disobedience,") till 9t .
Lovel y !
What could be more agreeable · than this lif e . Your accounts of
talk, talk, talk, remind me of the /orld & make me tired . I t is so
DICe merely to exchange a few words with Jander , wno never answers
back ! I believe what makes conversation fatigui ng is }?.aving , to l i~ten to what the other people say. Some don't . v
ff
ff
ff

To Miss Lucretia f . Hale .
Tuesday , Nov . 4 , 1890.
Hartford .
De ar Luc.
Aunt Jane wants to come to your Reception! ! I guess she won't,
but she was fired to! duch a time . Iviiss 0ophy Hamers ley drove me
to the door and left me. I sent in my card , and waited in a neat
parlour , with Uncle Doctor smiling on me from his frame. Down came
bustling Aunt Jane allot· a tremor , "Susan , what's this!n She was
really lovely, so delighted , not so very deaf , declared she heard
everything I said. "Wait! I must get Thomas!" and off she flew
like a girl of nineteen . rrThornas " I heard her in the next room ,
"Susan is here!" and back in a jiffy. I then shrived myself at
great le ngth . She says she has not seen me since I went to Spain
the 1st time {8 years I believe) . It was truly pathetic , she was so
gentle and pleased ;--but my dear! so wiry and wide awake . She does
feel bad about the deaths, but my coming was so absorbing she didn 't
want to talk about anything else. She has grown little with age ,
sli ghtly bent , but , with a brash front of grey curls , and smart aap ,
she is wonderful. She was deeply interested about your birthday, etc .
& when I told her you were to "rec eive " she exclaimed , "1'11 go !
Thomas! I '11 go ! ., for ~'homas sat by rather passive but beaming
during this double avalanche of bellowing speech. I stayed about an
hour , then said I must go ,--& to Thomas I said : "I've no idea how to
get back to my house , if you '11 start me right , hovrever I can manage it ." "I must refer you to Aunt Jane , " said this recluse , "for I
don't know myself." "'What , what , " said Aunt Jane , "my dear , I'll
show you , I want to go down town mysel f ," --D.Jld off she went to prepare. Meantime Thomas told her age (according to St . Thomas) . He
declares her to be born February 1799, which would make her 91 next
February . I believe her to be 103 , f or I don't for an instant concede her to be younger than our mother . ~homas told an amusing tale
which he begged me not to repeat, so he re it is: --Last summer in
Boston, he was with Aunt Jane , and a strange man came close up to
her and said , "How old are you marm any.way?" Aunt Jane was furious ,
and it was with many blushes that Thomas owned she replied:- - 11 It's
none of your Business . " Whereupon the man turned tail , but firs t
apologized to Thomas , saying he had a mother who looked about as old
so he was curious to know .
We ll down she came , neatly caparisoned in a wrap with fur and
buttoning her gloves with a hook , and trotted me off at a pace which
you would have deprecated, down to the horse cars . Here she had a
fine wrangle with a number of conductors & drivers who all said the
same thing, and we started for the Capitol, which when I heard I
said, "Oh! I know the way from there , I can walk . " "What , can you
still do that sort of thing?" she said , but when l pressed it ,
yielded , and she forbore to buy a transfer for me , but insisted on
paying my fare . At the Capitol I left her in our car which went on
to Maine Street where she had shopp ing , and a bundle to change. She
is coming to call today. She has a friend who lives in this somewhat new street , so she is in the habit OI corning , and knows all the
transfers necessary . Wasn't that immense . She has been reading t he
Life of Dorothy Dix, (which I guess you will want to read) and re grets not making her acquaintance when she used to live hard by them
in West Street. This is suc h a good monograph I will touch upon no
other subject but close by signing mys elf ,
:t'ours & Aunt J ane's forever ,
Show this to ~ dward .
Susan .

To Miss Lucretia P . Hale.
Cannes , Jan . 25 , 1891.
Dear Luc ,

# # #

This gives me a chance to just describe our sweet life
here . Hy the way I've begun to write for the Comm . Adv . and I wil l
try to make Mr . Goddard send you the papers , though--happy thought ,
why don't you write & subscribe for 4 months to the Daily then you' ll
be sure to see them or at least offer to do so , addressing my nice
friendly Mr . F . N. Goddard 2 East 35th Street in a chatty letter
about me . I for get i f I described this berore , but no matter .
Early in the morning I wake up & open my great window , to let in the
plunge of the waves. There is lovely dawn , with stars just fading ,
the light house growing dim in glowing morning light. I get a snooze
till Marie comes in with my bath , a nice 0it z-tub , and the Porter
comes in with sticks to make the fire . He is German , she French , I
chat with them in both languages. The water here is absolutel y de licious , so soft every squeeze is a delight , and ice-cold. Lord
Brougham brought it down from the mountains away up here to the topstory . So dii"f'erent from .!?aris water which is like washing yourself
with paving-stones , or London where you merely put on more dirt. I
get nicely into my dressage and polish my nails , while Marie comes
& takes away all the bath , ~ustave brings the Plateau with Co ffee ,
nice rolls & delicious butter, Susan comes in from her equally
pretty room , and we chat joyfully over our meal . Our most frequent
remark is "Oh ! I'm so happy!" The sun is by this time (8 o'clock)
shining in, j so we let the fire go out and keep the window open. I
now generally settle to write. Some times before dejeuner at 12 I
take a course to shop a little in Antibes Street, the one business
street running parallel to the plage behind one thickness of houses ;
after breakfast we often jump into a little carriage and drive all
the p.m. or into a boat and sail till sunset. It is dark before 5
and prudent to be chez for the first hours after sunset have a chill .
I take a nap. Our l amp comes in , we dress (moderately) for dinner
at 6t. Peaceful evenings here with fascinating ~rench books easy to
buy in excellent shops , books about the histor~ of Provence , for
every spot reeks with its anecdote . ff
I
#
~
We are moderately amused. with our folks at the table d'hote.
It proves our Hotel though small is high in repute & much sought ,
and especially for its cuisine , everything is excellent , especially
the puree de foie avec sauce Bordelaise , being liver all mashed up &
seasoned . There are 26 people at out long table , and six or 8 more
at little round ones , this fills the house , with one or two mysteri ous marquises who don't come to table d'hote , I believe . A Russian
Countess sits at our end , she bangs her hair & eats with her knife ,
talks chiefly Russe a little obscure French; next her a man Russe ,
very·agreeable in .!! rench , came from St . Petersbourg on hi s .13ycycle
& will proceed on it through Spain . We don't get at him much ; next
these a family of ------take up both sides the table , from Montreal ,
mother and four daughters , very English. The daughter next me is
bright & pleasant , amused or rather amazed at my wit . They are all
in black , and we are getting rather tired of them , so many you know
of a kind . They take long walks , & carry their luncheon with them ,
& tell us about it. ~ hen comes me with 0usan next me , and opposite
are two spotted youths with shoe-hru.sh hair sticking up , French,
very shy , we've got to saying bon-jour every day . Next poor Susan
is Mr . ----, an 'nglishman such as they always have in Pensions ,

rooted to the soil , 60 , chunky , red-faced, deaf, amiable , amazed,
but heavy as lead. Still , it was he that advised us to spend the
day at the Islands where we had a delicious time (see Comm . dv. ) .
Then Miss ---- and her father both horrid , Americans from Washington ,
he has no palate, when he speaks at table tis the roaring of a Bear .
At the farther end a Tut or , German theologe , with 2 pupils , boys who
speak a little bit of .2nglish. Next a sweet old aristocrat Frau
from Berne; I am quite friends with her in ~erman , she is here for
the health of her daughter, a handsome woman of my age with her hair
roosted up in a hideous manner , 7f
# If and our man whom we have
in a way annexed , ------; we thought he looked rather nice , so one
day I accosted him, coming in from the street, about the weather.
He rejoined with a red carnation out of some flowers he had been
buying. Next day as we were flying off to spend the day in a sailboat , & see the Iron Mask place, he kind of asked to join us , we
said come on, and we passed a very pleasant day together to the rage
we suppose of his party , from whom we snatched him, bu~ he is really
unattached. He is of the Duriva.ge type in looks , American, lives in
London, knows B. F. Stevens , about 40, married I guess--not remarkable in any way , but well-bred & not forth-putting . Next day I met
him in the 11 English Pharmacy" & he introduced me to the man behind
the Counter. Seems ----- is a chemist , vix. great wholesale druggist , & is engaged down here in advertising his goods , a sort of
"Jacob" in s hort. He has given us his ''Lanoline" for sunburn , and
to Susan a little box full of po isonous drugs in little tablets it
amuses herto take whenever she thinks s he is afflicted one way or
another. lYe shall not see .tSlii?!leagfis any more , for he is off now
for Nice , but he has been useful & pleasant . Really the nicest ,
real gentleman in the house is tierr Neef the proprietor , a perfect
dear;- - one night some Italians came with instruments played & sand .
------ organized a Ball in the Dining Room . ~usan was the belle .
She ran & asked tierr Neef to dance , which he accepted and performed
most gracefully. This will do f or now , so goodbye , from loving
Susie .

To Miss Lucretia P . Hale .
Ajaccio, i eb . 8 , 1891.
Dear Luc ,
All packed and ready to go on board t he Perseverant this evening immediately after dinner . Aren't you glad you are not with us !
She starts at midnight , but we are permitted to put ourselves on
board and shall be in that nice little ladies 1 cabin , with crosswise beds you know, long before we hear the machine go chunky- wunky
as we start off. .ve have had a sweet time here , and Ajaccio is a
charming place. We didn't mean to stay so long, but all Yankee invention & French eloquence failed to furnis h any other means of departure than this boat which goes once a week only. It is the same
we came in from ~ ice to Bastia . her Captain has passed the week
zigzagging round between Leghorn , Bastia & He aven knows where turning up the Sundays at Ajaccio on his way to Porto 1'orres in ~ ardinia
which is wnere we want to go . He did this last duhday , but we didn't care to leave so soon . There is a very good railway all across
Sardinia; we shall perhaps stop one night at Maoomer in order to see
some .Nurhags described in baedeker , Nurhags it seems are dolmen ,
traces of earliest time; --but I won't anticipate.
ve can 1 t persuade the Uorsicans to take the slightest interest in their dolmens ,
though there is a very good one right near a drive we took . But
this is refreshing after the 50 centimes a sight" of all Europe
elsewhere . We couldn't find a sign of it . Imagine lovely weather ,
rather cool night and morning but almost too warm in the sunshine
which streams into my room . Almost every day we jump into a small
open carriage , & go o
to spend the day up among the mountains . To
tell the truth , though , I believe we have only done t his twice , once
to Cauro , and once to Ualcatoggio , other days we loaf till after
lunch in our sunny rooms , and then drive till sunset on shorter
trips , or run about the little town to friendly shops, bowing to
Corsican gentlemen who take off their hats . The Cauro day we took
worthy Mrs . ----- with us. dhe sits near us at dinner & had proved
very friendl y . Sbe is wi f e of Dr . -~--- of £olkstone England , but
as she has asthma* and rheumaticff gout ff & 2 or 3 other alarming mala dies she can't stay at home , & after trying all the Riviera , all
Al geria , all everyt hing , she has settled on Ajaccio as the best climate ~n tba world and here she bor~s herself to d~at~ every win~er
& suff ers extremely all the same w1th her A~and Rf Gf But she 1s a
jolly stout old lady , a ·bout my age , looks like my l;Irs . B. i . Stevens ,
drops her hs , talks enormously all the time , but very amusing , putting us au courant wit h the gossip of the town. She began to talk
as s he set her right foot in t he carriage at st a . m. and she never
ceased to converse till she removed it at 5 p . m. 'i e we r e most dead
with her prattle , but much instructed , and she was s o grateful to us
for the attention we are quite touched . Next day she brought us two
little pins in the f orm of Vendetta Knives (you will covet mine , )
as cadeaux; & she has lent us her Murray for Africa . our other acquaintance is a grumbly crank named -----, who also thinks he has a
quantity of things t he matter with him. He is , thou gh , agreeable
when he is pleased with t he di nner , and tells us little jokes like
the cobbler's sign ''Mens Uonscia rlecti 1 , and his rival who put on
his "Womens Conscia Recti." ----- told us f irst we must understand
Latin to see the joke .
But about Cauro , we drove thr ough Ajaccio along the bay , then
11

by a river , then up a steep ravine to really high places , the spring
is just beginning. vie passed the place where Sampiero was killed
through the treacherous Vittolo , his birth place is up along there .
Cauro is a delicious little village , olean inn, nice folks , very
good breakfast in a rather fine ;;)alon up two flights of stairs ,-then we strolled about in the sun picking daisies and rejoicing in
the brief absence of Mrs.----- who thought she saw a fern she
wanted down a lane we did not follow. Then a long descending drive
home through another village where somebody else was born or murdered . ~he sunsets here are delicious , all in the East , strange to
say , because it is the afterglow on the snow-tops of the mountain
in the bay where is the finest effect; rose and violet so intense
as to be almost chromo . ~hen it is dark & cold , we shut our window , and repose till Madeliene the fool b~ings hot water. Then
dinner bell at 6. In the evening we devour histories of 0orsioa ,
Colomba by Ivlerimee , .l:' ozze di Borgo , J:> asquale l'aoli , lots of books /
in ] renoh or Italian , for there is an excellent book-shop. The
town is merely two or three streets c~~ing round the bay in layers ;
the first on the Eort , where our Perseverant now lies , I saw it
coming in at 'I t this morning. .i:he re is a big shop named "Lauzi il ,
and we have had great dealings with Lauzi to persuade him to let
us hire his small vapeur to go over to Porto 1orres on Tuesdal , so
that we could stay to the Consul's Ball on Monday (see Comm . Adv.
letter of yesterday) . But the vapeur couldn t be had , & Susan
meantime had a revulsion of feeling , & didn 1 t care for the ball.
This revulsion was caused by a tea the ~onsul gave us at his summer place up in t he hills wnere he has a pretty garden , all terraced with olive & vine. l t was rather jolly, sort of picnic , f or
he don 1 t live there, about 12 people, all English , except a French
Doctor, sate round a table & drank strong tea & ate oakes , joked
and lau~1ed , & were very easy , I thought it all well enough, but
it dawned on Susan that these people were commonplace , & not
worth the trouble of staying for , still less putting on a ballgown. I am well pleased for I thought so all along , --& so we are
off tonight . We have seen a good deal of the consul's humdrum old
aunt who has just come over from Canada to be with him. She is
now very unhapp y because He is determined she shall wear to the
Ball a Marie Stuart black velvet cap with falling lace , instead of
a "lovely thing" Mrs . ----- had just made for her , a 1'dish of
sweets" all trimmed with salmon coloured ribbon and a bit of a
feather you know. She is an u gly old lady with sandy sparse hair
and pale eyes , and she'll look like thunder any way , --this good
Mrs. ---- she don't lend herself r eadily to Ajaccio , and likes to
come and sit with us because we are Americans. All this is very
amusing , as it goes, but may strike you as too twaddling , & not
Homeric enough as a record of the Island whic h has for ages
struggled for indep ende nce. ~v e braced up yesterday to look at the
House where N. Bonaparte naquit , and we are devoted to the memory
of Pozzo di Bargo. My next will be at Palermo and there we hope
to find letters , so no more now f rom
8us ie .
1

1

1
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To Miss Lucretia P . Ha le.
Palermo ,

~unday ,

Feb . 15 , 1891 .

Dear Luc .
I have just been writing a great fat letter to Uomm . Adv .
about ~ardinia . I ho pe to goodness they prin~ those letters , because I exhaust on t hem our adventures , and it seems a good way ,
for they can thus reach all tbe constituents , 0usan's as well as
mine , and leave the personalities for these to you . It was great
fun writing this one , & I am sure you will all enjoy it. #
#
May they find warmth ! for it don't exist on this side Atlantic .
dear I am sitting in my f ur , with rugs round my feet , nose cold ,
hands ditto . No means of fire in our rooms , a howling storm last
nignt , hailing this morning , the sea in a Rage and breaking over its
bulwarks to the Marina , th~ Driveway of fashion. We are too ·thankful to have got across from Sardinia before the Racket began.
To be brief, we left Ajaccio Sunday nigh~ and came over to
Porto 'orres in Sardinia , horrid place, there took rail to ~assari ,
very pretty , well-ouilt town , clean Hotel , there Monday night ; all
next day riding through Sardinia in comfortable train , till arrive
Tuesday night at Cagliari. It was just the end of Carnival , town
in an uproar , facchini seized our baggage; we said "Hote l Sasso di
Ferro" (the only good one according to Baedeker) . They all
shri~ked "it's full! it's full" in Sardinian Italian ; what to do !
we were rather dazed , and might have been in a fix , it flashed
through "little" Susan's mind our spending the night in the station ;
but we had with us a delightful man named Leon Thomas , who was
coming to Caglieri where a friend met him at tne station . Leon
showed us to this friend (it was all in a whirl of 2 seconds) , the
frie nd cried out "Quattro lvlori!" "Come along! come along! said
Leon (in French , he is .J:'arisian) "we'll go to Quattro Mori . " A
horde o!' i"acchini swept along with us, there are no carriage in
Caglieri. We were plunging through the mud in the dark , thank ing
the strange man, ordering facchinos , talk ing all languages , explaining to each other what we thought might be happening to us ,
though both vague . Into a strange hotel , up three flights of
stairs , Where we found our heads at last ;--all standing in a queer
but decent bedroom , ahaking hands with Leon , and delivering our
keys to his friend in blind bewildered faith . We roar with
laughter since to recall these two strange gentlemen (perfectly so)
escorting us thus far. It was most kind of ~hem , and I don't
know what would have occurred else. 1ve were soon dining in a
strange place below , all Italian , very friendly , anxious to please ,-and before long in rather clean beds in a long narrow room over·looking a long narrow a treet , like 8pain , --din and racket of the
Carnival going on all nigh~ , drums & yelling. However we did very
well , wrote a few letters in the morning (a~ter . coffee in our room)
then received a call from Leon . He has been there before , and his
apartment was all ready for him in a street he showed us , with a
bird in a cage at the window. but it is dull for him to stay 2
months . After 12 o'clock breakfast in the somewhat lurid salle a
manger (officers smoking , garcons bellowing , dark , no sun, rather
ill-smelling, decidedly cold) we took a drive in the only carriage
of the place. The environs are triste , because there are stagnant ,
salt marshes with infectious fish and eels in them , called in fact
stagni; the people are all yellow with malaria and most of them

lw

dead . It had been ra1n1ng (for the 1st time in years) and the bad
streets were all muddy; and Lent had just begun , so nothing was on
foot except a funeral or so. Still we were interested in two
towers built by the Pisans , up at the top of the town which climbs
by steps like Brattle Square , and fine views up there .
But spent much time in or on our beds , and gladly repaired to
Tirreno , on steamer , Leon faithful to the last , in fact we think
he got quite attached to us , any how he is a cultivated agreeable
man. This steamer is much bigger than the Perseverant , and we had
the Whole of the laides' cabin , --the whole o~ the deck in fact .
The p .m. was beautiful , but after dinner , we began to roll like 10
Devils , and went to bed , to keep steady . It was very rough all
night , and we both regretted our dinner , but we are both capital
sailors , and were fresh & cheerful in the morning . All day long
sailing across , --by 2 began to see dicily , and the entrance at
just sunset absolutely beautiful , ~ o trouble debarking , for the
facchino of the Hotel was there & he conveyed us sa~e here . Thankful to be in a real great big civilized city , as much so as Paris
for all intents. We can't have the rooms I wrote for , because
Prince Leopold of Prussia takes up 2 Etages of the whole house ! but
we are well enough off , & shall change later. Lucky too , for now
this howling storm has come , we shudder to ·think of how we might
have been detained days in vagliari , or badly rattled about on the
Mediterranee , confound herl There is lots to see here , & we mean
to settle. The weather must improve , but we hear it is still cold
all over , even in Africa:--Thank everybody for nice letters . Of
course mine are slower in arriving from here .
Loving ,
Susie .

To Miss Lucretia P. Hale.
Taormina , March 2nd , 1891.
(Picture)
Dear Luc ,

# # #

You see we are away up, like that Hotel at onadnock I was
with an almost sheer descent down to the shore , a real beaoh
with waves plashing on it. I am looking over to Calabria , the toe
of the boot , whose hills are soft , snow-capped in distance . On my
right (I dontt see it except craning) , Etna , very grand , snow
covered , about thus; {picture) and on the le f t the Greek theatre
which we will go & see b y and by • . You know I was here just for a
few hours by myself on the yachting trip , & have been longing for
it ever since.
e are Here!! and settled down for a few days , to
my delight ; but now I will go back to Palermo. #
#
#
Wednesday , Beautiful drive to Parco up above the town . Hotel
almost empty except the Pr ince. The Courier of the Prince had the
Room next us , best one in the house , huge , superb view from the
balcony. The maids told us that the Prince preferred this room to
his own, .·,; the society of the Courier to that of his family , so
that he was most of the time up in that room. Now we frequent l y
saw 2 men coming & going, so of course we have ween the Prince , but·
which was prince & which was courier , wir haben kein Idee. Of
course neither of them wore any Crown.
Thursday . Came off for ~irgenti after lunch . Interesting rail
a cross the Island. ~usan is always jolly in the train , we had a
bundle of food for dinner which we ate & threw out of window about
6. At Girgenti climbed into Bus vdth a strange collection , 2 Germans , 2 ~panish , 2 Italians , ourselves. It is a long weird drive
out to the field where the Greek Temples stand, & behind them the
Hotel . ~e went up to our room , threw open the window there in full
moonlight the sweet scene , a broad wide slope to the sea , dotted
with almond trees in blossom , & dimly seen , 2 Greek Temples , (picture) all amongst the trees , with moonlight glinting amongst their
columns. Next day we drove round and saw them , 2 standing , rest
t umbled down . Here is where Phalaris had the Ox to roast peopl e
in , and where Empedocles cured folks, & tumbled into Etna . I also
was here in the yacht . ff
#
#
#
#
at ~

